The Bernoulli effect may result in eruption of a vulnerable carotid atheroma, causing a stroke. We measured electrocardiography (ECG)-registered QRS intra-stenotic blood velocity and atheroma strain dynamics in carotid artery walls using ultrasonic tissue Doppler methods, providing displacement and time resolutions of 0.1 μm and 3.7 ms. Of 22 arteries, 1 had a peak systolic velocity (PSV) >280 cm/s, 4 had PSVs between 165 and 280 cm/s and 17 had PSVs <165 cm/s. Eight arteries with PSVs <65 cm/s and 4 of 9 with PSVs between 65 and 165 cm/s had normal systolic diametric expansion (0% and 7%) and corresponding systolic wall thinning. The remaining 10 arteries had abnormal systolic strain dynamics, 2 with diametric reduction (>−0.05 mm), 2 with extreme wall expansion (>0.1 mm), 2 with extreme wall thinning (>−0.1 mm) and 4 with combinations. Decreases in systolic diameter and/or extreme systolic arterial wall thickening may indicate imminent atheroma rupture.
INTRODUCTION
The purposes of this study were to: (i) identify carotid artery segments with luminal paradoxical pulsation (systolic peri-stenotic diameter reduction) and (ii) differentiate regions of the arterial wall that exhibit compressible strain indicating the presence of pathologic neovascular vasa vasorum and vasa plaquorum. We postulate that: (i) carotid arterial atheromas are not incompressible, but instead include a dynamic, composite neovascular tissue allowing for intra-atheroma vascular volume changes during periods of adverse transmural pressure, and (ii) these neovascular regions are vulnerable to rupture (Feinstein 2006; Lal et al. 2011; Sun 2014 ). This transcutaneous ultrasound method for differentiating vulnerable from benign carotid atheromas might allow appropriate, in-time, targeted, prophylactic carotid revascularization therapy. Atheroma rupture is rare, even in the presence of severe carotid stenosis; only 17% of symptomatic patients and 2% of asymptomatic patients with treatable carotid stenosis experience recognizable motor, sensory, or functional symptoms of stroke attributable to the stenosis within 2 y of detection (De Fabritiis et al. 2002) if not revascularizd. In the patients at highest risk, only 2% per year have a stroke (Gardin et al. 2014) . In addition to symptomatic stroke, athero-emboli released by atheroma rupture (Bazan et al. 2014a ) may stream to other portions of the cerebral cortex causing "silent" infarcts, effects of which are often attributed to aging and dementia rather than embolic infarction.
Clinical studies of carotid therapies to prevent stroke are further hindered by difficulties inherent in differentiating events caused by carotid athero-emboli from those caused by thrombo-emboli from sub-aortic sources and athero-emboli from intracranial sources (Derdeyn et al. 2014) . Even after revascularization and the exclusion of peri-treatment events, nearly 2% of cases have ipsilateral stroke within 4 y (Bonati et al. 2015; Brott et al. 2010) . Intra-atheroma hemorrhage is thought to be an initiating and contributing factor to atheroma rupture leading to intra-arterial emboli (Treiman et al. 2015) .
We hypothesized that intra-stenotic pressure alterations are required to initiate the process of atheroma rupture. Changes in intra-arterial flow dynamics result from Bernoulli pressure depression effects produced by atherosclerotic pathology. The presence of intra-atheroma hemorrhage was associated with intra-stenotic velocities greater than 4 m/s measured in presurgical examination (Beach et al. 1993) . At velocities of 4 m/s, the resulting intra-stenotic pressure depression would exceed 64 mm Hg during systole (ΔP = 4V max 2 ). Such velocities are more likely if collateral blood flow pathways via the circle of Willis are absent (Lal et al. 2011) . We postulated that pressure depression .64 mm Hg resulting from intra-vascular atherosclerotic pathology, when combined with a pulse pressure of 40 mm Hg (i.e., BP = 120/80), would cause paradoxical (inverted) intra-stenotic pressure pulsation (BP stenosis = 56/64), a potential harbinger of atheroma eruption. Diametric reduction during systole in severe carotid stenosis has been reported (Bonnefous et al. 2000) and attributed to the Venturi effect (Ramnarine et al. 2003) .
Some investigators have used mechanical properties of excised tissue and the stress applied to the atheroma by arterial lumen pressure fluctuations to compute atheroma dynamics. These studies have assumed either linear or non-linear, elastic or plastic tissue properties, but all have considered the tissues to be incompressible (Teng et al. 2014) . Other studies of carotid atherosclerosis have compared the presence and characteristics of carotid atheromas with the rate of subsequent stroke or carotid atheroma progression (Nicolaides et al. 2010; Truijman et al. 2014) or past events (van Lammeren et al. 2012 ). An extreme atheroma expansion event, which may occur when hypertension, arrhythmia and cerebral vasodilation coincide, could lead to atheroma disruption resulting in stroke (Folts 2007) .
The vasa vasorum (vasa plaquorum) microvasculature in the atheromatous wall provides a means for the volume of the wall to be changed within each cardiac cycle by the inflow and outflow of blood via the adventitia. The purpose of this study was to measure the dynamic waveform of those volume changes to characterize the pathologic nutritional circulation of the atheroma that may make the atheroma vulnerable to rupture. In addition, we found that in some arteries with high velocity, a paradoxical diametric pulsation (referenced to electrocardiography [ECG]-registered QRS timing) may indicate intimal pressure depression that might facilitate the rupture of the atheroma.
METHODS
Patients scheduled for clinically indicated ultrasound examination of the carotid arteries at the University of Washington Vascular Laboratory were invited to participate in this study. The protocol was approved by the Human Patients Division's institutional review board. Each participating patient signed an approved consent form. No demographic data were gathered; such data were not considered essential to the study hypotheses at the time.
A customized ultrasonic Duplex scanner (Hitachi Hi Vision 5500 system Hitachi Medical System America, Twinsburg, OH, USA) with an EUP-L53 linear-array transducer centered at 7.5 MHz was used to capture three types of data ( Fig. 1 ) from each carotid artery examined, including: (i) one 40-mm-wide 2-D brightness-mode (B-mode) pilot image (Fig.  2) ; (ii) between 6 and 10 blood Doppler spectral waveforms with simultaneous ECG; and (iii) between 2 and 8 2-D radiofrequency (RF) image panel (6.5-mm-wide) real-time sequences at 270 frames per second using ECG-QRS triggering for tissue Doppler strain data. The 2-D B-mode pilot image was used for anatomic identification and relative spatial registration of the blood Doppler and tissue Doppler data. The ECG-registered QRS complex was used to index the beginning of all time traces, providing temporal alignment within the cardiac cycle. B-Mode, Doppler waveform and RF image panel sequences were acquired sequentially, each involving a different series of cardiac cycles. Therefore, although the first cardiac systole was relatively time registered for analysis, the second displayed cycle often exhibited unavoidable jitter due to natural changes in the QRS-QRS interval during the examination.
Each 2-D RF data panel was captured at a frame rate of 270 Hz beginning at the ECG-QRS trigger and extending for two cardiac cycles. The first frame of the panel series was rendered as a 2-D B-mode image for post-examination manual tracing of arterial wall boundaries. This image was also used to estimate the location of acquisition on the pilot image. The sonographer traced the superficial and deep adventitial and luminal boundaries-W 1 (0), W 2 (0), W 3 (0), W 4 (0)-on the first frame B-mode image of each panel series (W 1 is the superficial adventitial boundary, W 2 is the superficial intimal wall, W 3 is the deep intimal wall, W 4 is the deep adventitial boundary). These tracings were used as the key locations for RF tracking of the four boundaries in the depth. The autocorrelation method of Rabben et al. (2002) with center frequency correction was used to create a time series, W i (t), for each beam line from each boundary in each panel series (position vs. time) (Fig. 3a) based on an integration of the frame-to-frame displacement (Shamdasani and Kim 2004) . The interframe displacements were averaged to provide a velocity for each interface for display: W i (t + j)−W i (t), j = 3.7 ms (Fig. 3b) . The dimensional change waveforms from interface differences were computed for the diametric waveform D(t), near wall N(t) and far wall F(t), as well as the deviation of the artery center, C(t) (Fig. 3c ):
The method of Rabben et al. (2002) with center frequency correction is valid within the coherence interval of the echo. The coherence interval is approximately the coherence length (L = C/ΔF, where ΔF is system bandwidth, and C is the speed of ultrasound in tissue), but extended in length if the echogenic tissue has a strong interface and diminished in time if the echogenic tissue moves laterally out of the sample volume.
In our application, the measured image depth resolution was 0.27 mm (equivalent to the coherence length); the measured lateral image resolution was 0.81 mm, but the displacement data were averaged over the 6.5-mm panel width. The displacement resolution was 0.0001 mm; the largest displacement between frames was 0.0336 mm; the largest overall interface displacement was 0.91 mm. Because the interval displacement was integrated in time to achieve the overall displacement and the fractional interval displacement (0.0336/0.27 = 12%) was small, confidence in measurement accuracy was established. Out-of-beam displacement should be similar to depth displacement (Zahnd et al. 2011) , preserving coherence. These constraints also apply to the antecedent methods of tracking tissue motions (Bonnefous et al. 2000 , Hoeks et al. 1985 1990; Hokanson et al. 1972 ).
The Doppler angle-adjusted systolic and diastolic velocities were computed for all images with a Doppler examination angle less than 65°. The artery was characterized by the highest peak systolic Doppler value of the measurements along the artery.
If the wall is incompressible, the wall area (circumference × thickness) is constant, assuming no longitudinal movement of material; as the diameter (and circumference) increases, the wall thickness would decrease in proportion to the initial thickness divided by diameter. For ease of clinical interpretation in Figure 4 , the wall thickness waveforms were scaled using the assumption of constant wall tissue volume:
where S(t) is the near wall, and L(t) is the far wall.
MATLAB software (The MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA) was used to convert the RF ultrasound echo signals to waveforms (Fig. 3a) ; Microsoft Excel (Redmond, WA, USA) was used for tabulations and graphic displays.
Based on empirical observation of the data, the time-average luminal diametric change during the interval between 150 and 350 ms after QRS was computed to identify systolic diametric reduction; a decrease in diameter exceeding 0.05 mm was classified as systolic diametric reduction (10% of lumen measurements were classified as systolic diametric reduction). Scaled wall thickness changes were compared with diameter changes. Many wall thickness changes were larger than expected from the scaled diameter changes; an unscaled threshold of 0.1 mm was selected empirically as the threshold to identify extreme wall thickness changes, for both increases and decreases (10% of walls were classified as extreme thickness changes).
RESULTS
A total of 22 carotid arteries were examined, and 165 Doppler spectral waveforms and 119 strain panels were obtained and analyzed. From the spectral waveforms acquired at angles less than 65°, the highest angle-adjusted peak systolic Doppler velocity was selected for each artery to classify the stenosis. The velocities ranged from 36 to 363 cm/s, with diastolic velocities from 10 to 122 cm/s (Fig. 5 ). Only 1 artery had velocities indicating severe stenosis (>70% diameter reduction, PSV >280 cm/s), 4 had intermediate stenosis (50%-69%, PSV between 165 and 280 cm/s), 17 had velocities indicating no severe stenosis (PSV <165 cm/s) (Beach et al. 2012) . Systolic and diastolic blood pressures were not measured, so the pulse pressure is not known. However, average pulse pressure for a general population is 51 mm Hg (Pastor-Barriuso et al. 2003) ; minimum normal is 25 mm Hg; and the range is 20 to 85 mm Hg (Bimenya et al. 2005) .
Two alternative methods of counting cases were used: (i) number of arteries, (ii) number of measured panels. Because not all atheromas progress and not all rupture, it can be presumed that each atheroma has an "independent history," even if exposed to similar factors within a single patient. Therefore, the relationship between wall thickness and wall expansion in separate arterial segments is important, and the associated variables have important relationships, even when taken from the same artery. However, case count is only important when computing p values. In this feasibility study with few cases, no p values were computed. For each artery, the highest velocities and most extreme displacement measurements were used to characterize the artery behavior of each artery. Figure 5 illustrates the Bernoulli systolic and diastolic pressure depression for the corresponding velocities as orange, blue, pink and purple stripes. For the patient with systolic blood velocity 363 cm/s and diastolic velocity 122 cm/s, the Bernoulli pressure depression is (53 mm Hg) − (6 mm Hg), or 47 mm Hg. This value is centered in the blue stripe, 40-50 mm Hg. If this patient has a pulse pressure near the population average (51 mm Hg), then the depressed stenotic pulse pressure is +4 mm Hg higher during systole than diastole. This should reduce the diametric pulse amplitude to near zero, but this case exhibits an inverted pulsation, with diameter decreasing during systole (indicated by the green triangle), suggesting that the intra-stenotic pulse pressure is negative. The intra-stenotic pulse pressure might be negative for three possible reasons: (i) the actual systolic intrastenotic blood velocity is higher than computed by the Doppler equation; (ii) the curvature factor should be added to the conventional Bernoulli equation; (iii) the pulse pressure in this patient is below the population average.
Most of the luminal diametric waveforms (100/119 = 84%) exhibited normal systolic expansion. One luminal expansion was >0.5 mm ( Fig. 4c) , consistent with tortuosity. In that same region, both the superficial and the deep walls also exhibited large increases in thickness rather than the expected decrease. A minority of the diametric waveforms (8/119 = 7%) were inverted, indicating systolic luminal diametric reduction in five arteries (green triangles, Fig. 5 ). The wall thickness decreased normally during systole in nearly half of the measured walls (113/238 = 47%). Extreme thinning of the artery wall (>0.1 mm) occurred in eight panels involving 5 arteries ( 
DISCUSSION
In the normal arterial wall, pressure increases from the ambient level (at the adventitial surface) through an intermediate value (at the adventitia-media interface) to luminal pressure at the intima-blood interface (Fig. 6 ). The transmural pressure profile varies between the systolic (brown curve) and diastolic (blue curve) profiles during the cardiac cycle. The vasa vasorum penetrate through the adventitia; the vasa arteriolum pressure is near 100 mm Hg (Maurice et al. 1998 ) and the vasa venolum pressure is near 10 mm Hg (Teng et al. 2012) . During diastole, when the adventitial pressure is lowest, blood can enter the entire vasa vasorum network; as the pressure rises toward systolic values, the blood is expressed via the vasa venolum in a process similar to the filling and emptying of the myocardial microcirculation (Ashikawa et al. 1986 ). Figure 7a illustrates the hypothetical evolution of an atheroma. The normal carotid intimamedia thickness (IMT) is <1 mm, increasing with carotid, coronary and peripheral atherosclerosis (Burke et al. 1995 ) to a maximum thickness <2 mm.
As the atheroma expands, two changes occur: (i) the development of neovascularization in the atheroma (Coli et al. 2008; Giannoni et al. 2009; Papaioannou et al. 2009 ) and (ii) compensatory remodeling of the adventitia to maintain the normal lumen diameter (Glagov et al. 1987; Yoshida et al. 2015) . When the atheroma occupies ~40% of the vessel crosssectional area (embracing the luminal circumference), compensatory remodeling ceases (Zarins et al. 1988) : then progressive atheroma expansion impinges on the lumen, resulting in increasing severity of stenosis. As the atheroma impinges on the carotid lumen, a stenosis becomes "hemodynamically significant" if: (1) collateral pathways are available allowing blood flow to the brain via alternate routes, (1a) flow reduction occurs without pressure reduction across the stenosis, (1b) intra-stenotic high velocities do no occur; (2) no collateral pathways are available, (2a) flow is maintained by brain vasodilation, (2b) resulting in high systolic velocities and (2c) post-stenotic turbulence associated with bruit which dissipates flow energy causing a pressure drop across the stenosis, (2d) cerebral vasodilation increases flow rate in diastole, and (2e) distal tissues exhibit a pulse delay (Lal et al. 2011 ).
The expected waveforms from the lumen diameter and the superficial and deep vessel walls are provided in Figure 7b . During the cardiac cycle, the normal artery diameter expands in systole as pressure increases and relaxes in diastole (Fig. 7b, left, red waveforms) . Assuming that the media is incompressible, the constant volume circumferential media decreases in thickness during systole in proportion to the increase in circumference (green waveforms), because area (circumference × thickness) is constant. The change in wall thickness with time is inversely proportional to the change in diameter with time. This decrease in medial thickness occurs symmetrically in both the superficial and deep walls in normal arteries (green waveforms, left). However, the walls containing neovascular media exhibit various degrees of expansion superimposed on the wall-thinning waveform, providing an alteration in the waveform (brown waveforms). When the vasa plaquorum invades the media at the time of atheroma initiation (Galis and Lessner 2009) , because the pressure in the vasa arteriolum is ~100 mm Hg (Maurice et al. 1998) , the intra-media vasa arteriolum begin to expand (brown waveform in center lower row), adding to the medial volume change. As the volume fraction of vasa arteriolum and venolum increases as a result of atheroma growth (Fig. 7b, right) , the net pulsation of the wall thickness differs further from the incompressible waveform. Because the atheroma is not axisymmetric, the waveform of the neovascular superficial wall is usually different from the waveform of the neovascular deep wall.
As the vessel lumen becomes stenotic (Fig. 7, right) and the intra-stenotic velocity increases, causing Bernoulli pressure depression, the adverse vasa plaquorum transmural pressure will exacerbate systolic atheroma expansion. The Bernoulli pressure depression (Lima et al. 1983 ) is proportional to the square of the luminal velocity:
where ΔP b is the pressure reduction at the atheroma surface from the arterial blood pressure (mm Hg), and V is the intra-stenotic velocity (m/s). If the artery is curved, the intimal pressure along the inside of the curvature is also depressed by inertial forces (ΔP i ) (de Andrade 2014; Feng et al. 2014; Shapiro 1962) . The estimated magnitude of the depression is similar to the Bernoulli value:
where r is the radius of the artery, and R is the radius of the bend. For a straight artery, 1/R equals zero, and ΔP i equals zero. Geometry limits the value of r/R < 1, but the simplifying assumptions are not valid for r/R > 0.5 so the inertial pressure depression effect of curvature is not greater than the Bernoulli effect, but the two values are additive. Computational methods provide a similar, but more detailed result (Wang and Li 2011) .
The purpose of this study was to determine that systolic diameter reduction could be measured using non-invasive, transcutaneous ultrasound in atherosclerotic artery walls and that measurements of arterial wall thickness waveforms can provide results that are inconsistent with the assumption of incompressible tissue. Although others have independently resolved the motions of the adventitia and intima (Bazan et al. 2014b ) and stenosis diameter (Bonnefous et al. 2000 , Ramnarine et al. 2003 , or combined the vector blood velocities in the lumen with the vector tissue velocities of the artery wall (Ekroll et al. 2013) , the method has not been applied systematically in vivo in carotid arteries to measure wall expansion due to atheroma neovascularization. Our study applies the artery wall measurements to atheromas and regions of increased wall thickness to explore their dynamics during different phases of the cardiac cycle.
Systolic diametric reduction and systolic medial expansion might be markers that indicate that the neovascular atheroma is potentially vulnerable to rupture (Redgrave et al. 2008 ). These markers are indicated by diametric and scaled wall thickness waveforms (Fig. 4) that deviate below the origin line during the systolic period, 150 to 350 ms after the QRS complex. Motion of the arterial axis might also be useful. Bazan et al. (2014b-Fig. 5 ) reported synchronous pulsatile motions of both superficial and deep adventitial and intimal walls of 0.25 mm. For instance, at 2 s, all of the traces are displaced to the right; at 7 s, all of the traces are displaced to the left. This indicates the primary motion mode is cross-axial displacement, rather than diameter expansion at 2 Hz in their experimental setup. A pulsatile expansion would be indicated by the anterior wall moving left while the posterior wall moved right. The differentiation of cross-axial from vessel diameter pulsation is crucial to understanding atheroma dynamics. Figure 4a illustrates normal arterial dynamics, which occurred in all eight arteries with low systolic blood velocities and in more proximal normal segments of arteries with more distal stenosis. These waveforms show the onset of normal luminal expansion and normal wall thinning at 42 milliseconds after the QRS, with the onset of the blood velocity upslope at 74 ms and peak systolic blood velocity at 113 ms, long before the lumen reaches maximum diameter at 290 ms. A dicrotic wave at 340 ms appears in the blood velocity, wall thickness and luminal diameter waveforms providing confidence in the validity of the measurement.
In this study, only 1 of 22 cases had a systolic blood velocity >280 cm/s, and 4 had peak systolic velocities between 165 and 280 cm/s. For patients screened for carotid stenosis, this distribution is not unusual. In CREST, 6% of carotid stenosis cases had systolic blood velocities >600 cm/s; 1.5% had systolic blood velocities >700 cm/s (Zierler et al. 2014) . Although 165 cm/s causes a Bernoulli pressure depression of 10 mm Hg, 360 cm/s causes a pressure depression >50 mm Hg, and 700 cm/s results in a 196 mm Hg pressure depression, which may induce atheroma instability. Of course, such high velocities cannot occur without systolic hypertension and the absence of collateral pathways.
Measurement of blood pressure is not a standard practice during routine clinical examination of the carotid arteries. Asymmetric impingement on the lumen and arterial tortuosity can nearly double the pressure depression on the inside wall of the resulting arterial curve. These luminal hemodynamic forces would be expected to cause distortions in the artery cross section and strain on impinging atheromas, especially when a liquid lipid or hemorrhagic/ neovascular core is present (Shaw 1960) .
In this study, distortions were found at systolic blood velocities as low as 65 cm/s. This result is surprising because of the relatively low regional pressure changes expected from the Bernoulli equation (eqn 3a). The causes of these distortions are other sources of hemodynamic luminal pressure depression such as wall pressure modulations caused by luminal curvature rather than in measurement error or arterial muscular action.
We use the term atheroma rather than plaque to emphasize the concept of a vascularized mass rather than a marginal "shield." The arterial walls are muscular composite materials perforated by arterioles and venules, connected by capillaries. As in other tissues, on the average, these 10-μm-diameter microvessels are arranged in segments 100 μm long spaced at intervals of 100 μm (Hlatky et al. 2002) ; when inflated, the venules constitute about 4% of the tissue volume. The microvascular spacing varies from 20 μm (Martini and Honig 1969) to 300 μm (Awwad et al. 1986 ) depending on the metabolic demands of the tissue. The microvascular structures are much smaller than the resolution of transcutaneous imaging systems, requiring alternative approaches to evaluation.
Although the presence of intra-plaque hemorrhage is related to an increased chance of carotid athero-embolic symptoms (McCarthy et al. 1999) , the differentiation between static hemorrhage outside the vascular space (Underhill et al. 2010 ) and intravascular flowing blood in the atheroma microvasculature (Kerwin et al. 2008 ) may be of greater importance. In this report, only the intravascular volume contributes to pulsatile atheroma volume change. The fractional volume of neovasculature is much larger than the microvasculature of normal tissues (McCarthy et al. 1999 ).
Arterioles constitute ~1% of tissue volume (Hansen-Smith et al. 1998; Leung et al. 1992) , expanding by 10% (0.1% of tissue volume) with each cardiac cycle. Venules can constitute several percent of tissue volume, but because the intraluminal venous pressure is often below the tissue pressure, venules in the artery wall collapse, sustaining intermittent flow (Pedley and Luo 1998; Piechnik et al. 2001; Pihler-Puzovic and Pedley 2014) . However, they do have the capacity to inflate as venular luminal pressure exceeds tissue pressure, suddenly increasing tissue volume by several percent (Barendsen and van den Berg 1984) . The changes in atheroma volume measured in arterial wall atheromas are likely due to filling of the venular vasa plaquorum.
Although the vasa plaquorum can provide the oxygen needed for atheroma metabolic viability (Buerk and Goldstick 1982) , the proliferation of these microvessels may lead to unstable tissue mechanics that render the atheroma vulnerable to rupture. In the normal media, the partial pressure of oxygen reaches a minimum ranging from 10 to 30 mm Hg at a distance of about 0.3 mm from the flowing oxygenated blood (Ritman and Lerman 2007; Schneiderman et al. 1982) . The oxygen availability from the vasa arteriolum varies during the cardiac cycle, decreasing in systole as the luminal pressure compresses the deepest extensions of these microvessels. Oxygen availability from the lumen also varies with the cardiac cycle, as well as luminal morphology, with most severe hypoxia during deceleration in regions of flow separation (Back 1976; Back et al. 1977) . The need for vasa plaquorum is exacerbated by the higher metabolic demands of the atheroma, nearly double that of normal media (Whereat 1961 ).
The conversion of intimal thickening to atheroma resembles the growth of other tumors. The thickness of the avascular media (intima-media thickness [IMT] ) is less than 2 mm (Allan et al. 1997 ). This value is consistent with the metabolic requirements of the media (Whereat 1967 ) and with the finding that an avascular spherical tumor is limited to 3 mm in diameter (Folkman and Hochberg 1973) . For a spherical tumor to grow larger, secretion of an angiogenic factor is required (Folkman 1975) .
Unlike a spherical tumor in an organ parenchyma with diffusion available along the spherical radii, an atheroma forms in the media which is nearly a plane; nutritional diffusion can only occur along a single dimension from the luminal and adventitial surfaces. An analysis comparing diffusion limits for a uniform metabolizing sphere ([q/6D] × (r 2 ), where q is the metabolic rate, D is the diffusion rate and r is the radius) with those for a plane ([q/2D] × [τ 2 ], where τ is the half-thickness) revealed that the Folkman limit for a plane is more than half that for a sphere (1/sqrt[3] ~ 0.58) corresponding to the maximum media thickness in IMT measurements. Thus, like other tumors, an atheroma might be formed from a cell line that secretes an angiogenic factor providing essential nutrition to the atheroma. This is consistent with the observation that atheromas begin from a focal location, then spread both longitudinally and circumferentially from that location in the arterial wall, resulting in eccentric neovascular atheromas. The proliferation of vasa vasorum in atherogenesis is suppressed by anti-angiogenic drugs such as thalidomide (Gossl et al. 2009 ); thus, the conversion of a stable to a vulnerable atheroma may also be prevented by anti-angiogenic therapy.
The mechanical properties of the arterial wall vary both longitudinally and circumferentially. Although the volume of the avascular media is constant (incompressible), the volume of a neovasculature medial region will vary with inflation and deflation. This arterial wall atheroma strain inflation/deflation hysteresis signature is the hypothesized marker for intra-atheroma "hemorrhage" (Huang et al. 2012 ) and, thus, for the vulnerable atheroma. This hypothesis is consistent with published evidence: intra-atheroma hemorrhage is associated with symptoms of stroke Takaya et al. 2006 ) and atheroma progression (Takaya et al. 2005) . Recent stroke symptoms are associated with atheroma cap rupture (Yuan et al. 2002) .
Limitations
In this study, we failed to recruit a large number of cases with severe stenosis and high velocities. We were surprised that the anomalous diametric and wall thickness waveforms were present in cases with moderate systolic velocities, indicating mild stenosis, and even cases with normal arterial velocities. A longitudinal study of cases similar to the study of Takaya et al. (2005) would presumably indicate whether the anomalous waveforms are markers for arteries most likely to develop severe stenosis and/or experience cerebral events (Takaya et al. 2006 ).
The data acquisition was further limited by:
• The separate acquisitions of 2-D B-mode, spectral Doppler and strain data, which prevented real-time temporal correlation of events
• A limited method for establishing the relative locations of the acquisitions that prevented proper analysis of the spatial relationship between the locations of hemodynamic spectral Doppler and mechanical wall motion measurements
• The lack of vector Doppler data that would provide para-axial blood velocity magnitude for accurate Bernoulli computation
• The lack of multigate vector Doppler providing cross-axial blood oscillatory blood velocity to elucidate impact of the acceleration on the artery walls
• Measurement of tissue motion only perpendicular to the skin in proximity to the radial direction from the artery axis.
• Measurement from only a single plane perpendicular to the skin
• Limited lateral resolution for the radial displacement measurements (Motions within the 6.5-mm-wide panel are not resolved; only the average motion is measured here. But the smallest vascularized atheroma size is 2 mm, so a 2-mmwide measurement window or smaller is preferred [ Fig. 8 ].)
• Failure to acquire systolic and diastolic blood pressure measurements in both arms before and after the examination
• Failure to acquire information about pressure drop across the stenosis that can be provided by measurements of end-organ pulse waveforms (Kartchner and McRae 1977) 
Future enhancements
In addition to radial strain on the atheroma, longitudinal shear exerted by pressure drop also provides potential disrupting forces (Fig. 9) . With advanced ultrasound methods, both longitudinal motions of the carotid arteries (Ahlgren et al. 2015) and longitudinal atheroma shear can be measured. The pressure drop waveform exerted on the atheroma cross section 
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will induce shear strains that should also be measured in a complete examination. By using an ultrasound system with a wider aperture, steerable beam pattern and vector Doppler (Dunmire et al. 2000 , Ekroll et al. 2014 Lenge et al. 2014; Ricci et al. 2015; Tortoli et al. 2015) for both blood flow and tissue motion, the tissue strains could be oriented to a coordinate system based on the artery axis ( Fig. 10) rather than on the ultrasound scanhead face.
Tissue Doppler ultrasound measurements are capable of detecting wall vibrations associated with stenosis (Plett et al. 2001) , even in short bursts (Plett and Beach 2005) , and measuring wall vibration amplitudes (Sikdar et al. 2005 , Sikdar et al. 2007 ). These vibrations have frequencies up to 500 Hz (Knox et al. 1981; Lees 1984; Lees and Dewey 1970) , exceeding the Nyquist limit of this study. Ultrasound can detect these vibrations in small remote arteries (Comess et al. 2011) . Although these methods are potentially useful, they do not predict "vulnerable" atheromas.
Advanced ultrasound methods can potentially provide a solution to these problems (Aristizabal et al. 2014; Azar et al. 2012; Chen et al. 2015; Cheung et al. 2012; Ekroll et al. 2014; Housden et al. 2013; Kim et al. 2013; Lenge et al. 2014; Liebgott et al. 2008; Tasinkevych et al. 2013; Zahiri-Azar et al. 2008; Zetting et al. 2014) . Although an array of such instruments are described in the literature (Balocco et al. 2010; Ricci et al. 2009; , none focus on identifying and characterizing the pathologic conditions that are theoretically essential to differentiating the vulnerable atheroma from normal. Existing instruments have been validated on phantoms, but phantom models lack important features for evaluating pathology and have not been designed to meet the challenge of differentiating stable from vulnerable atheromas.
To capture the two or three planes of view required to view non-axisymmetric artery diametric reduction, a position locating system monitoring scanhead and patient would be convenient. A key feature might be luminal diametric reduction, which will not necessarily be axisymmetric (Fig. 11 ). An artery with high internal pressure has a circular cross section. Decreasing internal pressure correlates with a decrease in artery diameter. However, as the internal pressure decreases below the external pressure (adverse [negative] transmural pressure), the lumen becomes elliptical, as the circumferential wall stress vanishes. In this case, the cross-sectional shape is determined by the circumferential wall stiffness and asymmetries in the applied forces.
Alternative approaches to assessing atheroma vulnerability have been considered. For example, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) has been used to measure vessel wall compliance and blood flow velocity. The dynamic signals used in MRI hemodynamic measurements are acquired from multiple heart beats and, thus, are time-averaged measures. The capabilities of MRI are complementary to those of ultrasound (Table 1) . In carotid artery MRI, the reported spatial resolution is 0.8 mm (Zhou et al. 2015) . With this resolution and the non-real-time nature of data acquisition, it will be difficult to use MRI to monitor the "atheroma inflation" phenomenon reported here. MRI, however, has two advantages that complement this study: (i) MRI is able to non-invasively characterize atheroma tissues and burden at the carotid bifurcation (Underhill et al. 2010) ; (ii) contrast-enhanced MRI can quantify atheroma vasa vasorum (Kerwin et al. 2008) . These methods may be combined with ultrasound atheroma inflation data to study the relationship of atheroma tissue composition, neovessel formation and their interaction of hemodynamic forces. Furthermore, even though MRI is not able to provide "real-time" measurement of atheroma motion, its ability to measure and track 3-D motion of the vessel wall in the time-averaged manner will still be useful to provide overall vessel motion information to complement the ultrasound information described in this study.
A complete study of pathologic carotid hemodynamics, in addition to direct examination of the atheroma, should also include an indication of the pressure drop across the stenosis. Pulse delay in the end organs such as the eye (Kartchner and McRae 1977; Kartchner et al. 1973 ) or brain (Kucewicz et al. 2007; can provide such information, which indicates shear stress on the base of the atheroma.
CONCLUSIONS
Hemodynamic forces on atheromas contribute to atheroma disruption and athero-emboli. This feasibility study has confirmed the potential validity of measuring arterial lumen diametric reduction and demonstrated the potential for measuring abnormal filling of atheroma neovessels using ultrasonic tissue Doppler methods. Such motions might be important markers of vulnerable atheroma. Monotonic systolic and diastolic pressure profiles in adventitia and media. Pressure outside the artery is atmospheric; pressure inside the artery lumen is systolic or diastolic. The pressure gradient through the adventitia (gold) and media (green) is monotonic, increasing from surface to lumen. The normal avascular media may have incompressible elastic properties. In contrast, the normal adventitia is perforated with high-pressure pulsating vasaarterioles and low pressure vasa-venules on a sub-resolution scale (<0.1 mm), which foster changes in volume by a few percent (venular volume) at low pressures and pulsations by up to 1% (arteriolar volume) at all pressures below arteriolar systole. The pressure gradient in the wall in the radial direction varies with luminal pressure from a proportion of systolic to a proportion of diastolic systemic pressure depending on the composite elastic and hysteresis tissue properties (Sommer et al. 2010) . These properties are different in live tissues with inflated microvessels compared with excised tissues. (a) Stages of atheroma development. Atheroma initiation cannot occur without the formation of neovascular vasa plaquorum to provide nourishment to the atheroma. The atheroma grows over time both circumferentially and longitudinally. The pressure in the vasa arteriolum is near the mean of arterial pressure, providing a positive perfusion pressure, at least during systole, with intermittent flow through the vasa venolum returning blood to adjacent major veins. When the atheroma fully embraces the artery (Fig. 3 in Zarins et al. 1988) , then expansive remodeling of the adventitia ceases; further atheroma growth or expansion impinges on the lumen, causing stenosis. elastic media becomes thinner during systole as the artery circumference increases in proportion to diameter increases. Additional pulsation in the vascularized adventitia caused by filling and emptying of vasa vasorum may also contribute; but the adventitial thickness is small (0.25 mm) compared with that of the media and can be spatially resolved. Columns 3-5: increasing volume fraction of vasa plaquorum within the media, filling in systole and emptying in diastole as it does in the myocardium (Ashikawa et al. 1986 ). Column 6: interstenotic Bernoulli luminal pressure depression allows blood to flow into the atheroma vasa plaquorum during high systolic intrastenotic luminal velocity. Theoretical longitudinal atheroma distortion by luminal pressure gradient. A liquefied atheroma core, whether lipid or hemorrhage, will exhibit cyclic shape distortion. Flow along the artery causes a longitudinal pressure gradient that is proportional to the wall shear stress. The gradient is higher in systole than diastole, when the velocity is greater, causing a cyclic distortion. Even if this pressure gradient is small, the liquid atheromatous core will flow from the region of higher pressure to that of lower pressure, bulging into the more distal arterial lumen. Of course, the distal bulge into the lumen will alter luminal flow, exacerbating the pressure gradient and, thus, causing longitudinal shear stress on the distorted atheroma. This stress is superimposed on the other stresses, further increasing the strain. The detection of such surface distortions requires a 2-mm-wide panel resolution to differentiate the distal bulge from the proximal retraction. Wide-aperture ultrasound configuration used to measure 2-D arterial strains. Both diametric and axial strains should be measured for a complete documentation of atheroma mechanics. The wide aperture also allows vector Doppler of the blood flow. The Doppler measurement should include three separate velocity waveform measurements: (i) the highest velocity for use in computing the Bernoulli pressure depression, (ii) velocity stream line curvature to derive the axial displacement forces and differential wall pressures between superficial and deep walls to be added to the Bernoulli pressure depression and (iii) cross-axial velocity oscillations up to 500 Hz to characterize the power-dissipating, post-stenotic turbulence associated with the pressure drop across the stenosis. (Biasi et al. 1999 ).
* Atheroma cap thickness (Hatsukami et al. 2000; Nadkarni et al. 2006) .
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